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where there’s a wIll...

t

his issue we have a double
celebration: ﬁrstly there is a
report on the Young Magicians
Club J-Day and secondly the JDay marked the club’s Twentieth
anniversary! J-Day was a huge
amount of fun, featuring lecturers,
an interview, a show and some
really high-quality performances
from YMC Members in the
competitions. Congratulations to
all those who took part.
This month I mention the ITV
television programme, The Next
Great Magician, in these pages. Many of you will have realised that one of
the reasons I knew a bit about the show is because I was one of the
performers who appeared in it. This was the ﬁrst time I had done a spot for
a big TV show and there are a few things that I learned. Firstly, it is a really,
really busy day when you are ﬁlming! There is a whole team of people
looking after all the camera equipment and lighting, as well as production
staff, directors and producers. This means that there are a lot of people
waiting for you to do things right, so if you ﬁnd yourself doing something
on TV, then make sure you do material that you are really comfortable
with! Also there will be lots of people all wanting your opinion or needing
decisions from you. For my day on location I took a great friend (Noel
Qualter) along with me. He has done some TV work before and it was a
huge help having him there. He dealt with lots of the questions and made
sure to check all the material they recorded on a monitor, which really
let me focus on the magic. If you can ﬁnd the series online I would
recommend watching it. Not only will you see lots of great magic, you can
also use it as a good way of thinking about your own work and how you
can make your performances better.
For professional magicians Christmas is often the busiest time of year, as
all sorts of people book a magician to perform at their parties. It may also
be a really busy time for you, as family and social gatherings take place,
giving you a chance to showcase your magic. If you are going to perform
for anyone don’t forget only to do tricks you have really practiced well and
remember that showing someone a magic trick is like giving them a gift: it
is all about how good you can make them feel with your performance.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

Dr Will Houstoun MIMC
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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KevIn’s column

w

hat an eventful
couple of
months for
The Young
Magicians Club!
We are 20 years old this
year and to celebrate we
had a very special J-Day
gathering in October, of
which, no doubt, you will
be reading more
elsewhere in this issue. It
was with great pleasure
that I was able to bring you a cast of performers and stars for the
day, all of who were either instrumental in starting up The Young

news
a

The Next Great Magician

number of Magic Circle Members (including your Editor!) are
appearing on a new ITV series titled The Next Great
Magician. Broadcast at 7pm on Sunday evenings a number
of past episodes will currently be available on demand at the
ITV website and a few episodes in the series remain…

Magicians Club or were past Members. The sub-committee of the
governing Council of The Magic Circle who was tasked with setting
up the youth organisation was Richard Stupple, Anthony Owen,
Marc Paul and Janet Clare. Richard is no longer with us, sadly, and
Janet could not get to J-Day but it was very exciting to have both
Anthony (as the subject of the celebrity interview) and Marc (as
star lecturer and headline performer) present for the whole day.
Including me, there have been ﬁve chairmen of YMC in those 20
years and Richard Stupple was the ﬁrst. It was good to have the
two chairmen before me at J-Day; Mandy Davis and Roy Marsh.
Mark Leveridge has sponsored the close-up competition
throughout those 20 years, and although he could not come this
year, he sent a special video message. All the other performers
throughout the day were past members of YMC – what a great
way to celebrate 20 successful years.

a

Victorian Entertainments: There Will Be Fun

n exhibition celebrating some of the most popular
entertainments of Victorian times is now open at the British
Library, just down the road from The Magic Circle. Focusing
on ﬁve colourful characters the exhibition brings the worlds
they inhabited to life. These Victorian A-listers include Dan Leno,
the original pantomime dame and ‘funniest man on earth,’ John
Nevil Maskelyne, magician and manager of ‘England’s Home of
Mystery,’ and the great circus showman ‘Lord’ George Sanger. Also
hear of those whose fame has now faded such as Annie De Montford,
a mill worker turned mesmerist, and Evanion the Royal conjuror.
The exhibition contains many items loaned from The Magic Circle.
Access is free during Library opening hours until 12 February, 2017,
and a visit would ﬁt perfectly with a visit to a YMC workshop!

e

The Magic Circle Awards 2016

very year The Magic Circle holds a big Awards night
featuring a show and the presentation of the society’s
most important awards. This year the David Devant Award
went to Lance Burton, The Maskelyne to Dynamo, The Carlton
to John Lenahan, The John Nevil Maskelyne to Harry Lorayne,
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The top three places awarded by the judges for both the closeup competition and the stage competition (whose names will, I am
sure, be reported elsewhere in Secrets) all performed their acts
again the following night at a special Clubnight for Members of
The Magic Circle. The feedback I had was all very positive with
comments including that every single one of the six acts was of a
very high standard. All the acts that got through to the ﬁnal are
regular attendees of our monthly workshops and it is such a
pleasure to see them develop over the years. I feel sure that the
more structured teaching that we now have at workshops as well
as new initiatives such as the Talent Quest this year have
contributed to the raising of performance standards, which has
been one of our objectives in 2016.
As I said in my last column, which I wrote from the convention
of the British Ring of The International Brotherhood of Magicians

what’s on
at the circle

The Cecil Lyle to Katherine Rhodes and the Hoffmann Memorial
Lecture to Roger Woods.

Full details of all public events and
booking rates can be found at
www.themagiccircle.co.uk
The Magic Circle Christmas Show

20 December 2.30pm and 7pm, 21 December 2.30pm and 7pm,
22 December 2.30pm and 7pm, 23 December 7pm (no 2.30pm
performance), 27 December 2.30pm and 7pm, 28 December
2.30pm and 7pm, 29 December 2.30pm and 7pm, 30 December
2.30pm and 7pm.

a

festive treat with a chance to see inside the headquarters of
The Magic Circle, see close-up magic performed before your
very eyes and witness the spectacular stage show. Ideal for
families aged ﬁve and above.
Tickets £30 (circle) and £34 (stalls) via www.seetickets.com

Steve Allen’s Christmas Cracker
23 December.

A special show from radio host and magician Steve Allen at the
Headquarters of the world-famous The Magic Circle. The show is
aimed at LBC listeners and Steve Allen’s loyal following. This event
is for over-5s only.
Doors open 1.30pm, show starts 2.30pm.
Tickets £31.00 and £35.00 plus fee via www.seetickets.com

which was held at Buxton, YMC was asked for the second year
running to put on the “Stars of the Future Show.” What a fabulous
show it was, too, with thanks and congratulations to the acts that
represented us so brilliantly: Dean Leavy, Luke Oseland, Billy Roche
Menezes, Matty Turner and Amos Wollen. My thanks to them, and
their parents, for supporting this, another very well-received show.
I wish you all a Happy Christmas and look forward to another
year of exciting events at The Young Magicians Club.

KEVIN DOIG mimc chairman

t

Close-Up Magic at The Magic Circle
2 December, 16 December.

his event showcases some of the best close-up magicians
available and audiences get to meet the performers and
experience the magic in the intimate setting of the
headquarters of the world-famous The Magic Circle in London,
often taking part themselves. An amazing collection of close-up
magicians presenting superlative magic right before your very eyes.
Seeing is believing!
Doors open 7pm, event starts at 7.30pm and ﬁnishes at
approximately 9.30pm.
Although all shows are of a universal nature, young enthusiasts
are welcomed, over the age of ten.

a

At Home with The Magic Circle
10 January, 24 January.

regular evening of mystery and wonder featuring some of
the club’s top magicians. This event features history, close-up
and stage entertainment.
Doors open at 7pm and the Club Room bar and museum
are open. Parlour magic begins at 7.30pm.
During the interval, The Magic Circle museum and the Club
Room bar are open once
again and you’ll have a
chance to explore the
fabulous headquarters.
Then it’s time for a
dazzling show in The
Magic Circle theatre to
ﬁnish off your evening.
Individuals can book
online.
Suitable for ages
fourteen and above.
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stuart scott

Method

trick
Effect

The magician is
holding a fast-foodstyle cup. He removes
the straw from the cup,
then squeezes the cup
into his hand, brushes
his hands off and the
cup has vanished.

What the audience actually see is not a normal cup, but a simple
feke. You can quickly make this by taking any normal fast-foodstyle paper cup, removing the entire bottom section and cutting
away some of the plastic lid (ﬁg 1; Make sure that you leave the
hole for the straw intact). A fulllength straw is fed into the lid and
the feke is held in the right hand
(ﬁg 2). If the back of the hand is
towards the audience this creates
quite a strong illusion that you are
holding a normal cup.
You begin by removing the
straw from the cup, adding to the
illusion. The straw is placed to one
side (perhaps to be used in a later
effect?). You are then seen to use
the palm of your left hand to push
the cup down into your right hand
(ﬁg 3). At the same time your right
thumb is used to push the rear
side of the feke ﬂat against the
front side, making the feke buckle
into a palm position. Your right
thumb is then used to lever the half-lid ﬂat into your right palm
(ﬁg 4). It is now a simple matter to ‘dust off’ your hands (ﬁg 5),
making sure not to disturb the palmed feke, and then, as you left
hand moves to pick up the straw, you lap or ditch the feke.
Because the lids on these cups vary, sometimes it is easier to
remove the complete lid with the straw (and perhaps remove
some ﬁnger-palmed ice cubes?) from the cup, before vanishing
the cup.

THE SLURP VANISH

$

$

Fig 1

What the
audience
actually see is
not a normal
cup, but a simple
feke. You can
quickly make this
by taking any
normal fast-foodstyle paper cup.
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Fig 2

Because the lids on
these cups vary,
sometimes it is easier to
remove the complete lid
with the straw.

Fig 3

Fig 4

Fig 5
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wonders at the workshops
this month’s column is a little shorter than usual because J-Day replaced the october workshop. we do, however, have
some feedback from the judges of the J-Day competition heats that took place in september – remember, even if you
weren’t one of the competitors you can still learn from the judges’ tips!

TIPS FROM THE CLOSE-UP HEATS

I

t was great to be asked to judge the
close-up heats and fantastic to see so
many entrants doing really good magic.
With that said there is always room for
any magician to improve, so here are our
ﬁve suggestions for any close-up magician.

1) Be Likeable, Approachable
and Personable
It’s important to feel like the performer is a
real person, not just a magician. Magicians
are notorious for being socially inept and
you really don’t want to perpetuate this
stereotype! Read books that aren’t about
magic. Watch lots of movies. Think about
big questions. Experience as much of life as
you can even if it doesn’t involve magic.
Meet people who don’t do magic, and have
conversations with them. Don’t just show
them magic, just talk to them and discover
their view on the world. Learn about who
they are, what they are passionate about
and ask why they love what they love. All
of these things will make you a more
rounded person and that will automatically
make you a better magician.
2) Don’t Take Yourself Too Seriously
This goes hand in hand with our ﬁrst point.
If you ever need perspective on how you
should be performing, a great place to get
inspiration or guidance is to look to other
performers. But try to take inspiration from
performers who aren’t magicians. Also

Amos Wollen

by alexander hansford and will houstoun

your performance. If all your tricks relate to
this theme, it can give the act the feeling it
is more than just a random collection of
tricks, a feeling that is difﬁcult to create
otherwise. Settling on a theme or a story for
your act can also stimulate your creativity
and really helps with the ﬂow of the
performance, as you have a base from
which to develop. But remember that
The Close-up Judges and Audience
having a theme shouldn’t be limiting. You
render that whilst you should certainly have could create a character, ask a question,
respect for the work that you’re doing,
have a story you want to tell or make a
there is a ﬁne line between respect and
story up entirely! Anything goes as long as
you have thought it through.
acting like you have real powers and are
performing actual miracles. A little humility
goes a long way; don’t be arrogant!
5) Audiences Want to Know
You’re in Control
3) Don’t Flash
The audience has come to see you perform,
and they want to be able to relax and enjoy
This is pretty self-explanatory. If you are
your show. You are already in a position of
entering a competition (or performing
anywhere), you should be doing tricks that power as the magician, so you want to
compliment this by being conﬁdent and
you know back to front and have plenty of
calm. You need to gain your audience's
experience with. This means knowing
trust, and the easiest way to do this is to be
exactly where the audience can and can’t
likeable. Be very careful of arrogance, even
be in terms of seeing the secret to your
if you are only doing it as part of a
tricks and making sure they only see what
performance character, because this can
they ought to. Competition environments
alienate and annoy your audience. And
can also be challenging, but plan for this
remember, being in control starts the
and only perform effects and routines you
are comfortable with. It’s ﬁne to create or
moment your audience ﬁrst sees or
learn new tricks speciﬁcally for a
interacts with you and doesn’t ﬁnish till you
competition act, but be sure to allow plenty are completely out of sight. Make sure you
of time to practice them so you know how
plan the bits before and after your
to handle difﬁcult situations. You never
performance as well.
know when a spectator might not take the
force card, or be a nuisance in other ways.
This is all part of audience management,
and it is something we should all try to be
better at.
4) Try to Write with a Theme
With a competition act, it’s a great idea to
have a theme or story as the backbone for
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James Llewellyn

TIPS FROM THE STAGE HEATS

w

e had a very full competition with
a wide variety of acts this year. We
were impressed with the
conﬁdence and clarity with which
many of the entrants delivered their
presentations. Many had clearly thought
about exactly what they were going to say,
which enabled them to deliver their patter
eloquently. If you are not already doing so,
we would highly recommend writing a
script for all your magic, as this will really
help you to appear more conﬁdent on
stage. You should also practice making eye
contact with your audience as this will
greatly improve your presentation.
A few competitors we saw had chosen
effects which were really more suited to a
close-up environment than the stage. When
choosing which tricks to perform, it is really
important to make sure that everyone in

YMC
WORKSHOP
DATES 2017

Henry Wells

Saturday 21 January 2017*
Saturday 11 February 2017
Annual auction
Saturday 11 March 2017*
Saturday 8 April 2017
Saturday 13 May 2017*
Saturday 17 June 2017

by megan Knowles-bacon and rob Page

Billy Roche Menezes

the audience will be able to see everything
you do, or to ﬁnd a way of presenting the
effect so that this is not so important.
Remember that those sitting right at the
back of the theatre or on the balcony are
just as important as the people in the
front row.
The most successful acts were those who
had clearly thought about putting together
a routine, linking their effects together
rather than just presenting a collection of
separate tricks. Entrants who had thought
about what they were wearing and who
had brought all their own props (including
tables) were also marked more highly.
Many acts had some great ideas which

Saturday 15 July 2017*
Saturday 16 September 2017
J-Day auditions*
Sunday 22 October 2017 J-Day.
Saturday 25 November 2017
Mentors Day*

really just needed to be
developed. I would encourage
anyone who has taken the time
to put an act together to keep
working on it. When you are
performing for the same group
of people (Members of the
YMC), it’s very tempting to
show something completely
different every time you
perform, especially when it is
not as successful as you hoped.
However, once you’ve found a
trick or a theme that you
particularly like, the only way
to improve is to keep working on it. We
would love to see improved versions of
some of these stage acts next year, or even
in the Young Magician of The Year
competition.

Bailey Barham

notebook and a pen as minimum
requirements for the day.
Please note: you must register in
advance for each workshop when you
receive the email opening registration
(normally one week before the
workshop). You will receive
conﬁrmation that you have successfully
gained a place. Email:
chairman@youngmagiciansclub.com

NB All dates with* are Ali Bongo show
dates. All dates without* currently have
no show.
For Members only. Workshop fee £10.00
paid on the day. Workshops will run from
11am – 4pm and will be held at The
Magic Circle HQ (address on page three).
Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will
be provided free), a deck of cards,

s

If you would like to report on
a Young Magicians Club
Workshop e-mail me at
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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by Will Houstoun

2 0 16
Oliver Jones

s

very year the Young Magicians Club hosts a big one-day
convention for its members featuring competitions, lectures,
interviews, dealers and shows. It is always a great day of fun
and magic, but this year, as it is the YMC’s twentieth birthday,
Kevin Doig pulled out all the stops to put together a fantastic day!
The day began with the close-up competition, sponsored by
Mark Leveridge. Having been a judge in the competition heats it
was great to see the ﬁnalists' acts for the second time, and
particularly to see the way every one of them had worked on their
material and made improvements in the month since the heats.
First up was Oliver Jones with a card transposition and very funny
routine with a little plunger and a pack of cards. Next we had Dean
Leavy, looking very professional and performing a selection of
classic close-up magic. Sam Hinch followed with a perceptionthemed series of coin magic and a really smart handling of a trick
where the magician impossibly works out what random cards the
spectator is holding. Charlie Hewish did the most technical act of
the day with a super-smooth series of gambling-type effects and
Luke Oseland performed a wonderfully original sequence of magic
themed around a confusion between breakfast club and magic
club. Ryan Jackson demonstrated some well-routined magic
including a performance of Unshufﬂed, a brilliant trick that many
professional magicians couldn’t pull off. Finally Dean Leavy
returned as the hands to Fletcher Ransberry’s magician. This
double act, where one performer presents the trick whilst the
other reaches under their arms and performs the magic, featured
lots of laughs!
After the excitement of the competition we were treated to
something a little less tense, a lecture from past YMC Member
Steve Dela. Steve is a busy performing magician who has built up a
successful business and, in his talk, he shared a number of the
secrets to putting together a strong set of commercial magic for a
table-hopping performance. Along the way he demonstrated a
selection of magic including the Invisible Deck, Card to Wallet, Ring
Flight and more, but the real secrets he shared were about how to
approach a group of people in a walk-around setting and to keep
them fully engaged with your magic.
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Charlie Hewish

Ryan Jackson

Sam Hinch

Dean Leavy
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Sam Saffron

Theo Mellor

When Steve’s lecture ﬁnished there was a break so that everyone could eat some lunch, take a look around the dealers and,
most importantly, catch up with friends and see the magic that
everyone was working on. I was certainly pleased that in the break
I learned a new way to cut a pack of cards with one hand from a
skilful YMC Member!
After lunch it was time for the stage competition. Fletcher
Ransberry was ﬁrst in the line-up with an Australian-themed
comedy act. His magic is good and his comedy is often strong but,
better than that, there is something about watching him onstage
which is instantly appealing. Dean Leavy completely changed the
pace of the competition with a classical manipulation act. In a
well-rehearsed act Dean performed manipulations with billiard
balls and playing cards as well as doing some larger pieces of
magic like torn and restored newspaper and the ﬂoating table. Sam
Saffron might be younger than the other performers so far but the

Joshua Hennes
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Matty Turner

moment he stepped on stage he took command of the audience
before drawing us through a stage-ﬁlling Goldilocks-themed act.
Theo Mellor performed the most interactive act of the whole day,
getting the entire theatre involved with a trick in which no matter
how we moved a selection of cards everyone was left with a
matching pair in their hands. Joshua Hennes performed a geekthemed act including some clever magic with a Rubik’s Cube
sequence and the increasingly popular reversible magic square
idea. Finally we welcomed Matty Turner to the stage, who warmed
us up with some lovely sleight of hand using coins before
performing a seemingly cod book test with a clever magical twist.
Having completed both competitions for the day everyone could
relax and enjoy the rest of the day’s events. First Richard Young,
who hosts the wonderful Magicians‘ Podcast (look it up online if
you don’t already know it!), interviewed Anthony Owen about his
career in magic. Anthony was part of the initial team that created
the YMC and has also had an astonishing career in television,
helping make shows like Killer Magic, Monkey Magic, Help!
My Supply Teacher is a Magician and, of course, the Derren
Brown programmes. Anthony gave all sorts of advice over the
course of a very informative hour, including topics such as the
difference between live and TV performances, how to get on TV,
what to do in auditions and how he got to the current point in his
career. Marc Paul followed Anthony with a lecture covering a wider
variety of tricks, all of which looked at how you can take a small
piece of magic and make it play big in a stage setting. Along the
way Marc shared some of his regular repertoire as well as a
selection of tricks he has discovered in old magazines, proving that
all you need to do to ﬁnd great material is ﬁnd a few back issues
of a magic magazine.
After a ﬁnal chance to visit the dealers we all headed back to
the Theatre for the presentation of the awards, hosted by Kevin
Doig and presented by Scott Penrose (you can see who won what
in the Awards sidebar). Following the awards it was on to the gala
show, hosted by the wonderful Young and Strange. Not only did

Kevin Doig

Anthony Owen

Elizabeth Rogan

something with doves should try to think whether they can care for
them as well as he does – if not then maybe magic with an animal
is not the right thing for you. With Edward, however, it clearly
works very well and the amount of care he lavishes on his doves,
and all his magic, results in a great act.
The ﬁnal performer in the show was Marc Paul, who stunned the
room with some incredible mentalism whilst also putting into
practice everything he mentioned in his lecture about making
magic play big onstage. It was a wonderful end to a great show
and a fantastic day!
Everyone in the YMC owes a huge thank you to Kevin Doig for
organising the day, and also to all those who worked so hard
behind the scenes, whether preparing lunches, running the tech
box or stage managing all the different acts and events. Thank
you to them all, and I know that I can’t wait to see what is
planned for next year!
Young and Strange

they keep the show moving along and introduce all the acts, they
also performed some of their own magic, including a very clever
sword box and a very funny trick where Roy Marsh’s watch was
smashed onstage before being discovered impossibly in a locked
box.
Ex-Member Elizabeth Rogan appeared in the show and gave a
lesson in how to take a fresh look at classic magic with her
imaginative combination of the ﬁve card repeat and the
diminishing cards. The combination really makes the trick better
than either is individually. Steve Dela showed that he is not just
good at commercial close-up magic but also at performing on
stage with a set that included the invisible deck, equal unequal
ropes and the Stodare egg trick.
Edward Hilsum has spent a huge amount of time working on his
magic, not least because he performs a dove act and doves need
looking after all of the time! When you watch his act you can really
see how much he cares for his birds and anyone thinking of doing

Edward Hilsum

Marc Paul
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Not Magic But...

I

Barry Murray

was severely bitten by the magic bug
some years before my tenth birthday.
Gamages department store in Holborn,
London, had a magic department, run
by Harry Baron, a very effective magical
demonstrator. I watched him perform the
Cups and Balls and was instantly
transported to a land of absolute wonder. I
still have the Cups I purchased on that
fateful birthday. I
bought tricks from
all the dealers of
the day and
performed them
continuously,
anywhere and
everywhere, to
anybody with a
pulse. Magic has
stayed with me
throughout my life,
but here’s the
other side of the
coin, always in
tandem with my
career in music. I’d
been equally taken
by a great interest in music, of all types, at
much the same time as magic had ﬁrst
captured me.
Music and magic thrilled me in equal
measure. My early-morning reading before
school was Greater Magic, The Royal
Road to Card Magic, Expert Card
Technique, etc., but I was also listening
to Slim Whitman, The Coasters, Elvis, Blues,
Gospel and numerous Classical pieces – it’s
still the same today. And it was magic that
kept me sane during numerous road tours
of America and Europe with artists who I
produced or managed. Great magic books,
whether detailing magical history or books
of tricks, were the perfect antidote to the
mania involved in live musical performance.
My commercial record productions have

Music and magic
thrilled me in
equal measure. My
early morning
reading before
school was Greater
Magic, The Royal
Road to Card
Magic, Expert Card
Technique.

by Barry Murray

resulted in multi-million sales worldwide,
but I drew as much satisfaction out of
creating and producing The Magic Circle
Record as the Number Ones I made. Music
and magic in tandem again. They didn’t
always run together though. Working on
many Paul Daniels Magic Shows, I
was preoccupied by the task in hand,
creating effects, sourcing material,
researching, and the production process, so
there was no scope for music activity. Other
endeavours created the perfect opportunity
to combine magic and music. Wizbit, the
magical, musical, children’s drama series I
created, wrote and produced for the BBC
enabled me to write and record music to
match the varied story and plot lines in
each script, it was wonderful fun.
Whilst at ﬁrst glance these two different
strands of interests might seem at odds
with each other – think about music in the
context of magic. Major acts know the
value and power of the right musical
backdrop or soundtrack for their live shows.
Nothing creates mood better than music in
a theatrical or ﬁlmic context. Can I suggest
you think about how you could best apply
music to your own performances? If your
act is fast paced and knockabout, an
upbeat, high-tempo style of music might
suit. If graceful, artistic manipulation is
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your objective, then a slower orchestral
piece of melodic music that sets an artistic
undertone might be ideal. If you do an
illusion act with dramatic highs and lows
then a more driven percussive powerful
piece will work. Study how David
Copperﬁeld uses music for effect; look at
how magic on television uses music to
underline the effects. Or come at it the
other way: Michael Jackson used magic in
his stage shows and was also a lover of
magic, so see what he did with it.
As a young magician you need to focus
on the whole picture that your performance
is intended to deliver. You have unlimited
potential to fashion and
shape

your
magic to succeed in
the eyes of those watching you. And
don’t think that music is limited to
stage performance only, ...magicians
of all time used music to support his
amazing magic. Go and look up
Albert Goshman on YouTube. You
will thank me.
So, Magic and Music, different
disciplines in both performance and
creativity yes, but deﬁnitely two
sides of the same coin.

chrIs warDle

trick
t

he performer
displays ﬁve ESP
cards: the Star,
Cross, Waves, Circle
and Square. These are
placed into individual
envelopes and mixed
by a spectator. The
performer says that
one of the symbols is special and the spectator is going to
attempt to ﬁnd it.
The spectator is asked to name any of the ﬁve shapes. The
shape, for example the Cross, is spelt out, moving one envelope
from the top to the bottom of the pile for each letter. On the ﬁfth
letter, the last ’S,’ this envelope is eliminated and placed aside.
This spelling and moving is repeated until only one envelope is
left. This is handed to the spectator. They could have chosen any
symbol to spell, which would have arrived at a different
envelope, and the envelopes were shufﬂed. The other cards are
viewed and are seen to have unmarked backs. On back of the
card in the chosen envelope, which is the Star, is the word
‘WINNER,’ written in large letters. The spectator is given a packet
of sweets as a prize, such as Milky Way Magic Stars!

Working

This is my variation on an old spelling principle, which I have
adapted so that you can spell with four, ﬁve or six letters.
You need ﬁve ESP cards, or draw the symbols on ﬁve blank
pieces of card, and ﬁve envelopes. The envelopes are not
innocent, as one has a pencil dot in the corner, so that you can
spot it. This holds the Star card, which has ‘WINNER’ written on
the back. Give the envelopes out to be shufﬂed, once you have
placed the cards inside them, and when you take them back,
casually fan them out.
If the marked envelope is in the second or fourth positions, you
do not need to do anything.
If the marked envelope is in the ﬁrst position, remove the ﬁfth
envelope and casually comment that you cannot see what is
inside any of the envelopes, then place it back on top, so the
marked envelope is now in the second position.
If the marked envelope is in the third or ﬁfth positions, remove
the ﬁrst envelope and casually comment that you cannot see

ESP Winner
what is inside any of the envelopes, then place it back on the
bottom, so the marked envelope is now in either the second or
fourth position.
With the marked envelope in second or fourth position, you
can now ensure that the trick will work.
If the spectator chooses Cross or Waves to spell each time,
then do as described above, with the marked envelope in second
position, and eliminate the envelope on the last letter of the
spelling each time.
If the spectator chooses Circle or Square to spell each time,
then turn the packet, so the marked envelope is in the fourth
position down, and eliminate the envelope on the last letter of
the spelling each time, the sixth envelope.
If the spectator chooses Star to spell each time, then have the
marked envelope in the second position and eliminate the
envelope on the next letter after the spelling each time, so you
are taking away the ﬁfth envelope each time.
If you hold the stack of envelopes on their side as you ask for
one of the ESP symbols to spell, you can then turn the stack ﬂat
with the marked envelope in the second or fourth positions,
depending on where you need it for the spelling.
This is a lot easier to do than to describe! A few practice runs
will make everything clear.
It appears that after shufﬂing, a free choice of symbol and an
elimination of four envelopes, you knew exactly which card
would be chosen after all!

Note

Whichever symbol they choose to spell, you need to spell the
same thing four times; you cannot
change spelling during the
elimination process.
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Cover Conjurers

In this month’s Cover
Conjurers we welcome
someone many of you
will know, Megan
Knowles-Bacon. Megan
is part of the YMC team
as well as being the
Youngest ever Officer in
The Magic Circle, a
former YMC Member and
a great stage magician.
In addition we feature
Richard Jones, the first
magician to ever win
Britain’s Got Talent.

Will: …What made you decide to stand for
the role of Secretary?
Megan: I got back from Uni and
immediately missed the magic society. I

Megan Knowles-Bacon:
Secretary of The Magic Circle
Interviewed by Will Houstoun
wasn’t quite sure what I was
going to do next but I realised
that the Council elections were
coming up and thought it might
be fun to run. I phoned Fay
Presto to talk about it and she
suggested that I stand for
Secretary. I thought it’d be good
to get more involved and I like
a challenge. I spoke to Steve
Price about it so I knew what it
involved and I thought I’d be
good at it.
Will: What is your favourite
part of the role?
Megan: I like the fact that you
get to know people. Being the
new Members’ point of contact
is always exciting and it gives
me a reason to talk to new
people. I love working with
everyone on the Council too,
there are great people on there.
I’d be wrong to say that I
haven’t enjoyed some of the
Will: What are your goals for that?
publicity that fell out of it too. It’s been
quite fun, especially when I wasn’t working, Megan: There is a little change I want to
make. I will do my ballet act and I did quite
and I learned a lot from it.
a lot of work on it last year, making most of
the changes I wanted to. I actually want to
Will: And you decided to stand again!
start again with a new act but that will be
Megan: Yes. It’s hard work now I have a
something for after Christmas – there just
full-time job. I don’t have the time, which
isn’t enough time before!
annoys me, because I would like to give it
Actually, the thing I’m really having to
more time. I’m the sort of person who
work on for Christmas is doing sixteen
wants to give everything. But there are
shows en pointe – that is going to
certain things that are dear to me: women
absolutely kill. I’ve had to join a gym and
in magic and young magicians. I like being
really work on my ﬁtness. I even practise
able to share my views.
my ballet in the staff room at lunch time!
Will: …And I think we will be seeing you in I’m having to really shape up, because I’ve
never really done that much ballet in that
The Magic Circle Christmas Show this year...?
short a space of time!
Megan: Yes!
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Richard Jones: Military Magician
Interviewed by Will Houstoun

Will: At the beginning it felt like you were a
guy from the army who was doing magic.
By the end, you were a guy who did a bit of
magic but primarily it was all about the
army, and a kind of sense of national pride.
Richard: If you go onto a show like
Britain’s Got Talent and you’re a magician,
your story is about you being a magician. If
you go on as a politician doing a juggling
act, you’re on it as a politician doing a
juggling act. I didn’t want to go on and be a
magician because that’s not who I am. I’m
a soldier who does magic. I do both. That’s
my story. So I was always going to involve
my own personal spin on what I do
because that’s who I am, that’s what
I’ve always done. A lot of magicians
do the same kinds of things, the same
kinds of tricks. But something that
people really connect to, when you’re
performing magic, is if you come
across in more of a personal way. If
you are a lawyer and you’re doing
magic, tell them you’re a lawyer and
doing magic. I think that makes you

the army or the magic?
Richard: It’s always about the magic. I
didn’t want to go on to the ﬁnal and do
something about me, which is why I asked
Fergus Anckorn if he’d like to join me. He’s
got such an incredible story that is magic in
itself. I was never in it to win, I was just
there to do the best I could in front of the
nation. I knew that it would be an
incredible thing for the nation to see,
someone like Fergus being respected and
being talked about on such a big scale. A lot
of people don’t know anything about
Fergus, which I think is a shame. It’s such an
incredible story.
Will: And would you recommend trying out
on the show to people reading this magazine?
Richard: My mindset has always been to
take every opportunity. Even if you don’t
know how you’re gonna do it, go for it and
then work out a way once you’re into it. I’d
recommend it to everyone. The thing that’s
Will: Which element do you think was more risky about BGT is that a lot of it is based
important by the time you got to the end,
on people not doing so well, which you
have to be careful of. The way I see it
is that you miss 100% of the shots
you don’t take so if you want
something you really have to commit
to it no matter what!
I know it’s slightly more risky for
full-time performers because if they
don’t come across as well as they
hope on TV, that potentially puts
their careers in danger. Whereas,
because I’m an army guy who does
magic, it wasn’t so much of a risk. I
wasn’t going to lose my job if they
did humiliate me. So in that sense, I
was in a safer place to enter than a
lot of magicians. But even if they
humiliate you, you still get great
publicity. There’s no such thing as
bad publicity. Your name is out there.
more approachable. I feel it makes you
more interesting because you’re not just
this guy who does crazy stuff, you are a real
person, more on the level of anyone who’s
watching.
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n Saturday the tenth of September we arrived at
the annual convention of The British Ring of the
International Brotherhood of Magicians. We’d
had a really early start and I wasn’t travelling
light ; we arrived on the train with a large wheelie
suitcase, a trestle table and a big black-and-silver
sombrero, and that was just for my act! It’s great to
create a character for a stage show, but
it’s not so great when you have so many
big props to carry around with you.
I felt very lucky to have been one of the
people chosen to perform at this
prestigious convention. I was
overwhelmed when I saw my name and
photo in the programme and it was a real
boost to see myself and my friends and
fellow young magicians billed as stars of
the future.
We arrived at the
hotel and I went
straight to the
convention, where I was
lucky enough to see a
lecture with Keith Fields, Kevin Doig
a very funny comedy
magician. Later that day
I met up with Matty
Turner, Amos Wollen,
Luke Oseland and Dean
Leavy. We were all
Luke Oseland
going to perform the
next day and we were
all very excited.
In the evening we
went for a meal with
Kevin Doig, who had organised the
Matty Turner
whole thing, and then we went to
the Gala Show at the Buxton Opera House. The
highlight of the show, for me, was The Great Kaplan. He
is an inspirational performer and I really enjoyed his
stage magic as it’s a similar style to mine. He mixes
comedy and magic and makes it look so effortless, but
when I watched his lecture the next day I learnt how
complex his act actually was. The timings are all so
important, something that resonates with me as my
show for the following day had two characters and two
styles of music – everything had to tie in perfectly.

I felt very lucky to
have been one of
the people chosen
to perform at
this prestigious
convention. I was
overwhelmed when
I saw my name
and photo in the
programme and it
was a real boost to
see myself and my
friends and fellow
young magicians
billed as stars
of the future.

D
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-Menezes
by Billy Roche

On the Sunday I woke up early and went to a couple
of lectures, then it was time to set up my props for the
actual show which was scheduled for after lunch. By
this time we were all starting to feel the nerves, but the
overriding emotion for us all was excitement.
We weren’t sure how many people to expect, but
were pleasantly surprised to see the whole auditorium
full. Even some of the performers from the Gala Show
the night before where there and, of course, we were
performing to a room full of magicians so we knew we
would be trying to impress the professionals…
We hadn’t had an opportunity to do a run-through
prior to the actual show, which is a shame because all
of us suffered at least one minor issue in our
performance, but we all managed to work around the
issues, which were mainly technical and sound related.
I was ﬁrst on and I was really keen to get out there
and start performing. As soon as
I got on stage all my nerves
disappeared and I was really glad
that I had spent so long
rehearsing because it meant that
I was relaxed and knew exactly
Dean Leavy
what I was doing. At one point
I had to call somebody up on
stage. I called up Mandy Davis,
who you may know as the former
editor of Secrets. Now the
embarrassing thing is that when I
Billy Roche Menezes had been rehearsing I always had
it in my head that I would call a
man up on stage, so all of my
patter had been rehearsed calling
my guest “Sir.” Imagine how
embarrassed I was when, out of
habit, on more than one occasion
Amos Wollen
I called Mandy “Sir!” I really
learnt the hard way how important it is to be ﬂexible so
that you can deal with the unexpected if it comes your
way.
Everybody else did a fantastic job in the show and
we all felt really proud of ourselves afterwards. If I had
to sum up the weekend I would say it was an
exhilarating experience and an amazing opportunity
that I was lucky enough to share with my friends Matty,
Amos, Luke and Dean from The Young Magicians Club.
Thank you, Kevin, for organising it!
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fter a long drive up to Birmingham
(thanks dad) I checked in at the
convention hotel and met up with
some fellow YMC Members who
were already live streaming on Facebook!
Later we all helped World Magic Shop, who
produce the convention, set up the stage
ready for the next day.
It was my fourth year attending the LADs
magic convention, the largest one-day
magic convention held in the UK. As always
it was a fun convention with great lectures
and a good selection of dealers.
After picking up my ticket I had a brief
look around the dealer hall, which included
Big Blind Media, Jordan Murphy

Authentic’s, Card Shark and more. The
ﬁrst Lecture of the day was Rajan.
His lecture contained lots of really
visual coin effects, including a fun
routine which began with the
production of three coins, followed
by a Three Fly and ﬁnishing with a vanish of
all the coins. It was a very clean and
polished routine which I will deﬁnitely be
working on in the future. He ﬁnished with
his coins through table that has an amazing
kicker at the end. No one saw it coming. It
was a great lecture that made me want to
do more coin magic!
Next up was Mark Chandaue, whose
lecture was a collection of some very
workable and strong pieces of mentalism.
The highlight for me was his three-phase
‘rock, paper, scissors’ prediction routine,
which is one of the strongest pieces of
mentalism I have seen in a while. I also
liked his ﬁve-envelope bank-night-style
effect. It had a very nice presentation which
took away the ‘look how good am I’ sense
of this type of effect. At the end of the
lecture I purchased his book.
Following a short dealer break David
Penn gave a great lecture, during which he
performed and explained some of his
favourite routines that he does

Boris Wild
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professionally. This included a bending wine
glass effect which has a very cheeky
method! He also included a lot of material
that utilised his new version of the Topit.
It was then time for a quick trip to the
local McDonald’s for lunch, followed by a
jam session with fellow YMC Members and
a good look around the dealers. The next
lecture was by Finn Jon and included a
levitating cork effect, a rising spoon and his
legendary bubble routine! He ﬁnished with
an amazing card trick, that I have no hope
of explaining, which earned him a standing
ovation!
Next it was time for the star lecture by
Boris Wild, which included an interesting
new take on an old gambling
demonstration that brought it into the
Twenty-First Century. Next, he shared a new
Ambitious Card style effect where a card
kept turning over in the centre of the pack,
followed by his great take on the Any Card
At Number plot. Boris closed the
convention by performing his truly magical
FISM grand prize close-up winning Kiss Act,
which got the second standing ovation of
the day. This was an inspirational end to the
convention.
Overall it was an amazing convention
which I hope to attend again next year.

Finn Jon

member profile Aaron Scott
Age: 13

Joined The Young Magicians Club?

Which magician would you most like
to be and why?

I joined because I started doing magic and
showing tricks to my friends. I also like
making people confused and making them
happy.

I wouldn’t want to be any other magician
because they all have their own style. I
want to have my own style.

Hobbies apart from magic?

If you had your own TV chat show and
could interview any three people –
real or fictitious, dead or alive – who
would they be?

I enjoy gaming and programming as it’s a
nice way to relax.

Favourite magic book?

Michael McIntyre as he is my favourite
comedian, Liam Neeson as he is the greatest
actor alive and Harry Houdini because he
was one of the greatest magicians.

My favourite magic book would have to be
The Royal Road To Card Magic as it
teaches great tricks and loads of sleights.

Favourite magic DVD?

Top tip for getting into magic?

Magic Made Easy as each trick has an indepth tutorial on how to do it.

Keep at it; it may seem hard, but keep going.

People you would like to thank in
magic for either their help or
encouragement?

Favourite non-magic book?

The Skulduggery Pleasant novels as I love
the wit of the author.

Favourite film?

The Matrix as I enjoy futuristic ﬁlms with
bullet time effects.

Favourite magicians?

What is your favourite magic on TV?

Penn and Teller: Fool Us in Vegas. It’s a
great show because it showcases lessknown magicians.

Paul Martin as he told me about The Young
Magicians Club.

If you would like to be featured in the
Member’s Profile then contact me at
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk

I love Dynamo and Penn and Teller as they
are the people who got me into magic.

What kind of magic do you enjoy
the most?

I like close-up card tricks as they can be
done to anyone at anytime.

What do you like most about Secrets?
The tips to enhance your performance.

Strongest non-magical performing
influence?

My parents as they encourage me to keep
going when tricks don’t go right.

Strongest magical influences?

Dynamo as he is great at close-up magic
and started out like I did.

THE YMCFACEBOOK
GROUP
are you there yet?

Our YMC Facebook group is
becoming very popular and
increasing numbers of you are
joining up. If you have a Facebook
account (yes, I know you have to be
14 or over) then sign up and join in
our discussions. Your fellow
Members are there waiting for you!
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reviews
Triad Coins

by Joshua Jay
Instructional Download and gimmicked coins. $59.95 (£47)
from your favourite dealer. Dealers contact murphy’s
magic supplies, www.murphysmagic.com.
Reviewed by Lewis Starnes

t

riad Coins is a coin set designed to accomplish a very simple
and direct coin routine by
Joshua Jay. The magician
begins by plucking a single
silver coin from thin air. He then
proceeds to pluck a second and
third coin from the ether before
vanishing them as cleanly as
they appeared.
The set of coins comes in
standard Kennedy half-dollars
and does most of the work for
you. The set itself appears to
be good quality; when nested
there is a tiny click but Josh
mentions that unless performing in absolute
silence this will not be heard, which is correct. When nested the set
handles as one coin and can be shown front and back; it will even
roll across the fingers nicely, a great subtlety to emphasise empty
hands and just one coin in play.

puzzlecorner
Prize Question

As a Christmas special, the prize will be a copy of Chris Wardle’s
new book, an Ian Rowland Penguin Live Lecture DVD and A Will
Houstoun Penguin Live Lecture Download card.
To enter, send me your answer to the following question to
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk by January 1. The winners will
be drawn at random from the correct answers.
Charles Dickens is well known as a writer of novels and
also inspired David Copperﬁeld to adopt his stage name. Less
people know that Dickens himself was a magician, but what
name did he perform under? Clue: the correct answer is six
words long.
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The instructional video comes as a web link and will take you to
a 15-minute tutorial from Josh. All necessary instructions are
included and the teaching is clear. For intermediate or advanced
coin workers, the tutorial is perfect; personally, I would have liked
to see some more detail in the download. Given that so much
thought has gone into the excellent and deceptive final vanish of
the last coin, it’s a shame more attention wasn’t given to the first
coin production. Seasoned coin workers will no doubt have a lovely
empty-handed production. But if you’re performing as per the
instructions and relying on a casual finger palm with no clean
show of hands before producing the first coin, don’t expect big
reactions. I also would have liked a tad more detail and guidance
from Josh on handling finesse, angles, etc., from his hours of
working this routine. “Bare bones” is a very fair description of the
tutorial provided. The last five minutes of the video explain how
this set can help improve your standard Three Fly
routine. This is a nice
addition and
polishes up some of
the weaknesses
inherent in the
original routine.
I like how direct
this routine is; there is
a simple to follow plot
before ending clean
(all the coins vanish!)
and most of the heavy
lifting is accomplished
by the coins themselves.
If you want a simple
direct piece of coin magic to add to your strolling set, then Triad
Coins is worth checking out.

Last Issue’s Answer

Last issue’s prize question was: “One of the pioneers of special
effects for ﬁlms had a career as a magician before he became
interested in movie making. He was born in 1861 and one of his
best know ﬁlms was titled Le voyage dans la lune but what
was his name? (Hint: He was not English so make sure you
include any accents that appear in his name!)” The correct
answer, as many of you told me, was Georges Méliès.
Congratulations to everyone who managed to send in the
correct answer. The prize winner has been contacted privately,
but if you didn’t win or couldn’t answer the question why not
enter again this month?

To enter, send me your answer to the following question
to editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
by January 1. The winners will be drawn at random
from the correct answers.
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The UK’s Only One

Magicseen is the only independent magic magazine published in the UK, which means it’s as free as
a bird to bring you impar al reviews and unbiased ar cles about everything to do with the
wonderful world of magic. Isn’t it about me YOU took a look?
In the latest issue we have a stellar line of top performer interviews
including cover stars The Clairvoyants, FISM winners Sco and Muriel,
and long me Magicseen favourite Ning.
Paul Merton stops by to give some ps for using comedy with magic,
Iain Moran explodes some myths about what it is like to be a full me
pro, and we even have a collec on of award winning one liners from
top Edinburgh Comedy Fes val acts.
The IInterna onal Masterclass oﬀers magic from Russia, in Pros and
Cons we consider whether it is be er to have a set act or not for table
hopping, and in I Remember When, experienced US performer Dick
Oslund shares some great stories about renouned performers Jay
Marshall, Mike Caldwell, George Johnstone and Karrell Fox.
All this plus many product reviews, news, le ers and more can be yours as part of a 1 or 2 yr
printed copy or download sub, or as the ﬁrst in a pay-as-you-go sub, or simply as a single printed
copy or download. For prices and ordering please go to

www.magicseen.co.uk or call 013 2 252000

